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Abstract: Group-oriented services and wireless communication networks are among
the emerging technologies of the last few years. Group key management, which is an
important building bloc in securing group communication, has received a particular
attention in both academic and industry research communities. This is due to the
economical relevance of group-based applications, such as video on demand, video-
conferencing, collaborative work. The key management concerns the distribution and
updates of the key material each time a member joins or leaves the group. The dynamic
aspect of group applications due to free membership joins and leaves in addition to
members’ mobility makes difficult the design of efficient and scalable key management
protocols. Indeed, to secure group communication in mobile environment, the protocol
must deal not only with dynamic group membership but also with dynamic member
location. Thus, the challenges in designing secure and scalable key management proto-
cols are: the dynamic updates of the key caused by frequent joins and leaves, the large
size of the group and the mobility of group members. Many academic researches have
addressed the first and the third challenges. However the mobility challenge has not
been widely addressed. In this paper, we present our solution for group key manage-
ment with a mobility support. Our protocol focuses on the above three challenges. It is
highly scalable to dynamic groups and treats the nodes’ mobility with a null re-keying
cost and keeps perfect backward and forward secrecies. Our simulation studies show
that our protocol makes better performance compared to other protocols while reduc-
ing the overall overhead and the number of re-keying messages and has no security
failures.
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1 Introduction and challenges

The phenomenal growth of the Internet in the last few years and the increase

of bandwidth in today networks have provided both inspiration and motiva-

tion for the development of new group-oriented applications and services, com-

bining voice, video and text ”over IP”. Nowadays, group-oriented applications

are increasingly deployed over the Internet such as video conferencing, interac-

tive group games, video on demand (VoD), IP-TV, e-learning, software updates,

database replication and broadcasting stock quotes. Unfortunately, the strengths

of group-oriented applications, implemented either by IP Multicast [Savola 2008],

overlay Multicast [Yeo et al. 2004] or other means is their lack of security. In-

deed, the open and anonymous membership [Haberman and Martin 2008] and

the distributed nature of multicasting are serious threats to the security of this

communication model. For this purpose, much efforts have been conducted to

address the many issues relating to securing group communication, such as: ac-

cess control, confidentiality, authentication and watermarking.

Group communication confidentiality requires that only group members could

read data even if the data is broadcasted into the entire network [Judge and

Ammar 2003, Baugher et al. 2005]. Typically, the distribution of data with com-

mercial value (video streaming, ...)or State top-secret content requires the use

of appropriate mechanisms to prevent non-legitimate recipients from having ac-

cess to the content. To ensure confidentiality in group communication, only the

customers authorized for the service would have access to the content for only

the duration corresponding to their authorization. A straightforward solution

is to encrypt the group-intended data by the sender with a group key, called

Traffic Encryption Key (TEK), common to all authorized recipients. However,

when the authorized duration for a recipient expires (in video streaming or audio

conferencing for example), it is necessary to change the common group (traffic

encryption) key into a new key in order to prevent the leaving customer from

having access to the content beyond the limit of his authorized duration. There-

fore, the sender has to share the new TEK with all legitimate recipients except

the leaving one. This phase is called re-keying, and should be performed each

time a customer joins the secure session to prevent him from having access to old

content (what is called Backward Secrecy) or leaves the session to prevent him

from having access to future content (what is called Forward Secrecy). The role

of a group key management protocol is to generate, update and distribute TEKs

to legitimate group members. To ensure perfect backward and forward secrecy,

a re-keying must be done each time there is membership changes (join or leave)

in the group. The impact of this re-keying process on group members, commonly

called 1-affects-n phenomenon, measures the number of affected members by a

re-keying process. This 1-affects-n phenomenon is a challenging issue in design-

ing group key management protocols. If the group size keeps increasing, such a



phenomenon will significantly degrade the system performance. In the last few

years, a lot of group key management protocols have been conducted in the lit-

erature to address the confidentiality issue in group communication [Rafaeli and

Hutchison 2003]. Even though a multitude of data confidentiality mechanisms

currently exist for the fixed Internet, this security service remains a challenging

problem in terms of scalability, efficiency, and performance. A critical problem

with any re-key technique is scalability: as the re-key process should be triggered

after each membership change, the number of TEK update messages may be im-

portant in case of frequent join and leave operations. Some solutions propose to

organize the secure group into subgroups with different local TEKs. This reduces

the impact of the key updating process, but needs decryption and re-encryption

operations at the borders of subgroups. These operations may decrease the com-

munication quality and causes computational overheads.

While the problem of developing efficient group key management protocols

is difficult, the problem becomes more difficult and complex when we con-

sider member mobility [Romdhani et al. 2004]. Indeed, in the mobile environ-

ment [Perkins 2002, Johnson et al. 2004, Koodli 2009] where members can move

inside the group the key management protocol must deal not only with dy-

namic group membership (join and leave) but also with dynamic member loca-

tion [Romdhani et al. 2004]. In mobile environments [Perkins 2002, Johnson et

al. 2004, Koodli 2009],when a member moves from an access area to another,

it changes its access point to the traffic. So, the complexity of key management

increases since the member is not known in the new area even though a fast

handover mechanism exists. This can re-route the traffic to the new access point

but the security issue must also be considered. This can induce the generation

of new TEKs in both old and new areas. In this case the member is considered

as a leaving member in old area and as joining member in the new area even it

is a valid member in the system.

In this paper, we propose a decentralized architecture for group key manage-

ment in mobile environments where the group is organized into clusters of areas,

and areas of the same clusters use a common TEK. We call it KMGM for Key

Management to secure Group Communications in Mobile Environments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we overview

group key management protocols in the literature. In section 3 and section 4,

we present our protocol for group key management in mobile environments and

our re-keying strategy, respectively. Section 5 details how members are verified

in the system when they move. We present our simulation model and results in

section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 7.



2 Related works

Group key management has been extensively studied in the literature [Rafaeli

and Hutchison 2003, Zhu and Jajodia 2004, Challal et Seba 2005]. Many classifi-

cations of group key management protocols have been proposed in the literature:

centralized, decentralized, and distributed protocols. In centralized protocols, the

key distribution function is assured by a single entity which is responsible for

generating and distributing the traffic encryption key (TEK) whenever required.

In decentralized protocols, a hierarchy of key managers share the labor of dis-

tributing the TEK to group members in order to avoid bottlenecks and single

point of failure. In distributed key-agreement protocols, the group members co-

operate to establish a group key. Another classification is done according to the

manner that the TEK is shared between group members. Thus, we distinguish

common TEK approaches and per subgroup TEK approaches. In the common

TEK approach, a single TEK is used for the whole group, whereas in the per

subgroup TEK approach, the group is organized into subgroups (areas) and a

different TEK is used for each subgroup. Most of the centralized protocols pro-

posed in the literature use a common Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) for group

members [Challal et Seba 2005]. A typical solution that fits into this category is

the Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP) [Harney and Muckenhirn 1997].

The drawback of this scheme is its high number of update messages (in the order

of O(n) with n being the number of valid group members) to transmit the new

TEK after membership changes. In the Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) protocol

proposed at same time by Wong et al. in [Wong et al. 2000] and Wallner et al.

in [Wallner et al. 1999], a hierarchy of keys is used to reduce the required num-

ber of TEK update messages induced by re-keying after membership changes to

the order of log (n). The drawback of these centralized protocols is the fact that

they require that all group members commit to a new common TEK, whenever

a membership change occurs in the group, in order to ensure perfect backward

and forward secrecy. This makes these solutions suffering from the 1-affects-n

phenomenon. In order to mitigate the 1-affects-n phenomenon, another decen-

tralized approach have been proposed and which consists in organizing group

members into subgroups, where each subgroup uses its own independent TEK.

Indeed, in this scheme, when a membership change occurs in a subgroup, it af-

fects only the members of this subgroup. Mittra proposed in [Mittra 1997] the

Iolus architecture which is a framework of a hierarchy of multicast subgroups.

Each subgroup is managed by a Group Security Agent (GSA) which is responsi-

ble for key management inside the subgroup. A main controller called the Group

Security Controller (GSC) manages the GSAs. When a membership change oc-

curs in a subgroup, only that subgroup is involved in a re-key process. This

way, Iolus scales to large groups and mitigates 1-affects-n phenomenon. How-

ever, Iolus has the drawback of affecting the data path since data is translated



(decrypted and re-encrypted) each time it passes from a subgroup to another.

Even though it is difficult to design efficient and scalable group key management

protocols, the problem becomes more difficult while we consider node mobility.

Indeed, in a wireless environment a node participating in a group session can

move from a subnet or area to another. In traditional solutions, this mobility

can induce a re-keying process two times since this can be considered as a leave

in old area and a join in new area.

In the literature, few group key management protocols have been designed for

mobile environments [Cao et al. 2006, Roh and Lee 2006]. In [Roh and Lee 2006],

Roh et al. propose two key management schemes (KTMM and WSMM) suited

to the Mobile IP environment. The first scheme matches the key management

tree to the mobile multicast network topology. The second scheme separately

manages each the wired and wireless area. These solutions suffer from a single

point of failure which is the group manager. In [Di Pietro et al. 2002], Di Pietro

et al. propose an improved version of LKH [Wong et al. 2000, Wallner et al. 1999]

called LKH++ for mobile wireless networks but it does not treats the mobility

issue of members. In M-Iolus [Kamat et al. 2003] which is a version of Iolus

that supports members mobility, subgroups are divided into micro-subgroups to

reduce the 1-affects-n phenomenon. This has a price since it increases the number

of encryption areas. When a member moves from a micro-subgroup to another

micro-subgroup the TEK is not updated. M-Iolus proposes a null rekeying cost

on member mobility, at the expense of raising a backward secrecy violation.

In [Hernandez-Serrano et al. 2005], authors propose a group key management

protocol for wireless networks with a slightly mobile set using clustered areas.

They propose to use LKH for intra-area rekeying but the use an inter-area rekey-

ing when the mobile node moves from area to another the same in [Zhang et al.

2002]. In [Zhang et al. 2002], where the group is divided into areas [Hardjono et

al. 2000] using a common TEK authors propose several techniques for inter-area

rekeying when members move: Static Rekeying (SR), Baseline Rekeying (BR),

Immediate Rekeying (IR) and FEDRP (First Entry Delayed Rekeying) when

mobile node moves from an area to another.

In [Mat Kiah and Martin 2007, Mat Kiah and Martin 2008], Kiah and Mar-

tin propose a key management protocol where they address the mobility issue

of members. They consider a DKM (Domain key Manager) as the main key

manager of domain i and AKM (Area Key Manager) as the key manager of the

area j inside a domain. A list called MobList is used by the DKM and AKMs to

keep trace of mobile members. Thus, each time a member moves from one area

to another, the protocol stores in MobList IDs of the moving member, multi-

cast group joined by the member, area that a member is moving from, ID of

the visited area that a member is moving to. When a member Mi moves from

area i to area j it notifies the new and previous AKMs. The two messages are



encrypted with two different keys ( AiMi Key shared between AKMi and Mi

and Sm Keyji between AKMj and Mi). The drawback of this protocol is the

number of used keys and signaling messages. The protocol did not explain how

leave re-keying is done since there is no re-keying while moving. In [Gharout et

al. 2010], we proposed a host mobility management for group key management

protocols.

2.1 Discussion and motivation

We notice that both existing approaches suffer from great concerns depending

on group dynamism: the common TEK approach suffers from the 1-affects-n

phenomenon, where a single group membership change (join or leave) results in a

re-keying process that disturbs all group members to update the TEK. Moreover,

centralized protocols are not scalable, and distributed ones bring new challenges

such as synchronization and conflict resolution. On the other hand, the TEK

per subgroup approach reduces the 1-affects-n problem. This is advantageous

for highly dynamic groups. However, this approach requires translation of sent

messages whenever they pass from a sub-group to another, and this may not be

tolerated by applications that are sensitive to packet delivery delay variations.

Besides, this approach would not be worthy with relatively static groups because

the multiple translations would induce avoidable delays and useless computation

overheads. These shortcomings are due to the lack of dynamism awareness in

existing group key management schemes.

3 KMGM protocol: Mobility support to ASGK

3.1 Overview

In KMGM, we organize the group into a hierarchy of administrative areas where

each area is managed by an Area Key Distributor (AKD). This hierarchy of areas

is partitioned into clusters of areas (see figure 1). If there is only one cluster, our

architecture is then similar to a common TEK approach, and if the number of

clusters is equal to the number of areas our architecture becomes a TEK per

subgroup approach.

In our architecture, an area represents an autonomous system which can be

a corporate network, a multicast domain (e.g. PIM domain), or a wireless area.

Figure 1 illustrates the different components of the KMGM architecture.

Each AKD is responsible for the key management process inside the area

under its control and is considered as a member in its area and in its parent

area. Thus, an AKD plays the role of a proxy for its area in the parent area.

When an AKD receives a message from the parent area, it sends it to members of

the area under its control. Areas of the same cluster use the same TEK which is
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Figure 1: The KMGM Architecture and mobilty scenarios.

different from TEKs of other clusters. The task of internal AKDs in a cluster is to

forward received messages sent by the parent area. When messages pass from a

cluster to another cluster, they must be translated (decrypted and re-encrypted)

since different TEKs are used in each cluster. Therefore, upon receiving messages

from the parent area (encrypted using the parent’s TEK), the root AKD of the

cluster , which is the entry point of the cluster, will decrypt them and re-encrypt

them using the TEK used within its area before forwarding them downward to

its area members. The root cluster AKD is said to be in active state because it

decrypts messages received from parent area which belongs to a different cluster

and re-encrypt them with its TEK before sending them to its area members. The

internal AKDs of a cluster are considered passive since they forward received

messages to their area members without any cryptographic transformation. The

construction of clusters can be done using different heuristics presented in our

previous works [Challal et al. 2008, Gharout et al. 2008, Challal et al. 2004].

When there is a membership change (join or leave) in any area, a new TEK

is distributed to the overall areas of the same cluster because of using a common

TEK.



In our solution, the mobility issue of members is treated without re-keying

process since the moving member is still valid in the session. For this purpose,

we propose a verification mechanism that we present in detail in subsequent

sections. In conclusion, our solution deals with two main functionalities:

– Partitioning the group into clusters of areas while reducing the impact of

1-affects-n phenomenon. Areas in the same cluster uses a common TEK.

– Mobility management in term of re-keying. We handle the mobility of mem-

bers between areas.

In [Challal et al. 2008, Gharout et al. 2008, Challal et al. 2004] we show how

the partitioning of the group into clusters of areas is done while considering

different heuristics relating to dynamism inside the group. In [Gharout et al.

2010], we presented a mobility support for group key management protocols.

The solution we present in this paper is partially based on the protocol we

proposed in [Gharout et al. 2010].

3.2 Definitions and assumptions

Let us denote a group member by ml, an area by ai and a cluster by Ck. In

table 1 we summarize the nomenclature used through the paper.

Each member ml has a personal secrete key called Member Encryption Key

(MEKl). The MEK is used to communicate secretly with any AKD in the

group. We assume that each member has a certified pair of public and private

keys. All the AKDs share a symmetric key called Session Encryption Key (SEK)

which is used to generate and verify Members’ Keys (MEKs) (see section 5).

This key must be known only by AKDS. Let us recall that all the areas of the

same cluster Ck share the same TEK. This is the first key that each AKDi

should maintain and share with all the members of its area ai. Each AKDi

shares a secrete Key Encryption Key (KEKi), used to encrypt new TEKs, with

all its area members. We introduced KEK as a common key at the area level

in order to optimize the number of re-keying messages whenever distributing a

new TEK is required and the old one can not be used to encrypt the new one.

In this case, the KEK will be used to encrypt and send the new TEK through a

single multicast message to the corresponding area, instead of sending the new

TEK encrypted with the individual keys of area members.

We assume that each AKDi maintains two lists : a list of members (denoted

by ListMi) which contains identities of current area members; and a list of

old members (denoted ListOi) which contains identities of members which were

members of area ai and moved to other areas without leaving the secured group

session.

We discuss in the following section how to use these keys for re-keying in

cases of join, leave and member mobility inside the group.



Symbol Signification Role

TEK Traffic Encryption Key Used to encrypt and decrypt group mes-
sages. newTEK and oldTEK refers to the
newly generated TEK and currently used
TEK, respectively. This is a symmetric key.

AKD Area Key Distributor This entity is responsible of key manage-
ment inside an area.

SEK Session Encryption Key This key is known only by AKDs. This is
a symmetric key.

KEK Key Encryption Key Used to encrypt other keys. This is a sym-
metric key.

ai Area i a set of group members using the same
TEK.

Ck Cluster of areas A set of areas using the same TEK.
MEK Member Encryption Key Used to encrypt messages between AKD

and member. Each member ml owns its
MEK identified by MEKl. This is a sym-
metric key.

ks Private key ksl is the private key of member ml. This
is an asymmetric key.

kp Public key kpl is the public key of member ml. This
is an asymmetric key.

ListMi List of members Contains the list of current members inside
area ai.

ListOi List of old members Contains the list of old members of area ai

which moved to other areas.
Xi X of area ai X refers to AKD, TEK, KEK, ListM or

ListO

Table 1: Nomenclature.

4 Key distribution protocol

In our protocol, a common TEK is used by areas inside the same cluster. In

order to guarantee perfect backward and forward secrecy, each time a membership

change (join or leave) occurs in an area, our protocol KMGM generates a new

TEK and distributes it in all the areas of the concerned cluster.

We distinguish four cases of re-keying:

– join re-keying : when a new member joins the group for the first time, a new

TEK is generated and distributed to this new member and the current group

members. This scenario is illustrated by action (1) of figure 1.

– leave re-keying : when a member leaves the group, a new TEK is generated

and distributed only to the remaining members. This scenario is illustrated

by action (4) of figure 1.

– move re-keying : when a member moves from an area to another, there is

no TEK generation but the member is verified in new area. This scenario is



illustrated by actions (2) and (3) of figure 1.

– split re-keying : when an AKD becomes active, a new TEKs are generated

for the two resulting clusters.

– merge re-keying : when an AKD becomes passive, a new TEK is generated

for the resulting cluster.

– periodic re-keying : this one can be triggered by the protocol itself to refresh

the TEK and empty all lists. A new TEK is generated.

In what follows, we detail the re-keying protocol for each case.

4.1 Join re-reying

In KMGM, when a member ml located in area ai wants to join the group, it

sends a Registration Request (RR) message with join option signed with its

private key ksl to AKDi (action (1) in figure 1). Upon receiving the RR request,

AKDi verifies ifml is authorized to join the group session. If so, AKDi generates

a symmetric key MEKl (section 5) and sends it to ml encrypted with the public

key of ml (kpl). AKDi adds ml to its list of area members ListMi.

To guarantee backward secrecy, all the AKDs of the cluster where the new

member has joined should commit to a new TEK and distribute it to the

members in their areas. The commitment of new TEK is discussed in sec-

tion 4.5. AKDi generates a new KEKi. To distribute the new TEK and KEK

to the members in area ai, where the new member joins the session, AKDi

sends a message containing the new TEK and the new KEKi encrypted with

MEKl ({new TEK,new KEKi}MEKl
) to the new member ml and multicasts

the new TEK to the other members in its area, encrypted with the old TEK

({new TEK,new KEKi}oldTEK). To distribute the new TEK in the other areas

at of the cluster, each AKDt multicasts to its area at the new TEK encrypted

with the old one ({new TEK}oldTEK).

Thereby, each join to the session induces a multicast message in each area of

the cluster where the join occurred, in addition to a single unicast message to

the new member.

An intruder cannot have access to the new TEK, and hence to the content,

because it cannot know neither the old TEK (which is not compromised in case

of a join), nor the secret key MEKl of the new member.

4.2 Mobility re-keying

A member can move from an area ai to another visiting area aj . We distinguish

two kinds of member mobility :



1. Intra-cluster mobility: the node moves from area ai to area aj which is

located in the same cluster (action (2) in figure 1).

2. Inter-cluster mobility: the node moves from area ai to area aj which is located

in a different cluster (action (3) in figure 1).

When area ai and area aj belongs to the same cluster (action (2) in figure 1),

area ai and area aj use the same TEK. In our solution, AKDj has just to verify

if the member ml is a valid and really comes from area ai. When area ai and

area aj are located in different clusters, area ai and area aj use different TEKs

(action (3) in figure 1). In this case, besides verification AKDj sends to ml the

TEK used in its area.

When ml moves from area ai to area aj the following operations are then

executed:

– The member ml sends to AKDj a Registration Request (RR) with move

option signed with MEKl;

– AKDj verifies that ml is a valid member and really comes from area ai (see

how in section 5);

– if the verification succeeds, AKDj adds the visitor member ml to its list of

members ListMj ;

– AKDi removes ml form its list of members ListMi and adds it to its list of

old members ListOi.

We notice that when there is a move in the same cluster the TEK is not

renewed since the same TEK is used in old and new areas, and the member is

still valid. Even though the member changed a cluster, no new TEK was renewed

because the member is still valid in the group session. Old AKD (AKDi) has

just to keep trace that ml was a member in its area ai so that AKDi updates

the TEK whenever ml leaves the group definitively.

The keys that ml receives in the new area aj are:

1. Intra-cluster mobility (TEKi = TEKj): AKDj sends KEKj to ml en-

crypted with MEKl .

2. Inter-cluster mobility (TEKi ̸= TEKj): AKDj sends KEKj and TEKj to

ml encrypted with MEKl .

We conclude that in our solution the TEK is not renewed when a member

moves form an area to another even though the two areas are located in different

clusters.



4.3 Leave re-keying

A valid member ml located in area ai can be expelled from the group by AKDi

or can intentionally leave the group by sending a leave message to the AKDi.

In this case, all the AKDs of the same cluster where the leave occurs should

commit to a new TEK and distribute it to the members in their areas, in order

to guarantee forward secrecy.

The departing member might visit other areas inside the same cluster or

other clusters. So, ml knows all KEKs and TEKs used in previously visited

areas. Thereby, the TEK must be updated in each cluster Ck where ml was

member since it can know TEKs and KEKs used in previously visited areas of

these clusters.

Lemma1. Let TEKk be the TEK used in cluster Ck and ml an expelled member

from area ai. We have

∀Ck, ∃aj ⊂ Ck/ml ∈ ListOj ⇒ TEKk is compromised (1)

Proof

When ml moves from an old area to a new area, it receives the key material

(TEK, KEK) used in the new area but the TEK used in old area is not changed

(section 4.2). Thus, ml knows all TEKs and KEKs of areas it has already

visited. Suppose E = {a1, a2, . . . , aj} the set of areas that ml has already visited.

Now, when ml is expelled from ai it can be able to decrypt message destined to

E since it knows KEKs and TEKs of areas in E.

�
When ml is expelled from ai, other AKDs are informed that ml has been

expelled from the group (section 4.5) and thereby new TEKs are generated in

clusters where equation 1 is verified. To distribute the new TEK in area ai,

AKDi sends to each member mn (n ̸= l) in its area the new TEK and the

new KEKi encrypted with the secret key MEKn of member mn (AKDi →
mn (n ̸= l) : {new TEK,new KEKi}MEKn). To distribute the new TEK in

the other areas at (not visited by the expelled member)of the cluster where

the leave occurs, each AKDt multicasts to its area at a message containing the

new TEK encrypted with KEKt ({new TEK}KEKt
). AKDi removes ml from

ListMi and empties ListOi.

Therefore, each remaining valid member mn in ai would be able to decrypt

the new TEK and the new KEK using its secret key MEKn, and the expelled

member ml will be prevented from having access to these new TEK and KEK,

because its associated key MEKl would have not been used to encrypt them.

For each cluster Ck where equation 1 is verified, to distribute the new TEK’ in

each area ap ⊂ Ck where ml ∈ ListOp, AKDp sends to each member mn (n ̸= l)



in its area the new TEK’ and the new KEKp encrypted with the secret key

MEKp of membermn (AKDp →mn (n ̸= l) : {new TEK ′, new KEKp}MEKn).

To distribute the new TEK in the other areas aq in the cluster Ck, each AKDq

multicasts to its area aq a message containing the new TEK encrypted with

KEKq ({new TEK ′}KEKq ). Each AKDp empties ListOp.

We notice, that when there is a leave re-keying, lists of old members (ListO)

of area ai and each area ap (ap/mj ∈ ListOp) are emptied. Indeed, there is

no need to treat further departures of these old members since their Member

Encryption Keys (MEKs) are not used in the re-key message. Thereby, they

will not be able to know new KEK and TEK of area ai and each area ap.

An intruder cannot have access to the new TEK, and hence to the content,

because it cannot know any secret keyMEKn of a remaining legitimate member,

and cannot know any KEK of the other areas it had not visited. Note that, in

case of an expulsion, we cannot use the old TEK to encrypt the new one because

it is considered compromised since it is known by the expelled member. Since

ml do not know KEKs of other areas it had not visited, we use in these areas

KEKs to send the new TEK. This optimizes number of re-keying messages.

4.4 Periodic re-keying

In our solution, a batch re-keying can be envisaged to refresh TEKs. This can be

done periodically or triggered by an AKD. An AKDi can trigger a Re-Keying

if the size of its list of old members (ListOi) is full enough. The cluster root can

also have the role to schedule batch re-keying.

When a batch re-keying is done in a cluster Ck, the new TEK is sent as in

leave case since the members inside the list of old members (ListO) know the

current TEK and KEK of concerned areas even though they are not members of

these areas. We distinguish two kinds of areas: areas where list of old members

(ListO) is empty and areas where this list (ListO) is not empty. To distribute

the new TEK in each area ai where ListOi is not empty, AKDi sends to each

area member mn (mn /∈ ListOi) in its area the new TEK and the new KEKi

encrypted with the secret key MEKn of member mn. Each AKDi empties

ListOi. To distribute the new TEK in the other areas at of the cluster Ck where

ListOt is empty, each AKDt multicasts to its area at a message containing the

new TEK encrypted with KEKt ({new TEK}KEKt).

The advantage of batch re-keying is that it allows to increase the robustness

of TEKs by refreshing them and to empty lists of old members in the cluster.

This decreases the number of key updates (see section 4.3) in further group

membership changes.



4.5 TEK generation

When an AKDi needs to renew the TEK inside its area due to membership

change or a triggered re-keying, it sends a re-key request to the cluster root

asking it to generate a new TEK for the whole cluster. If the membership

change type is a leave, AKDi must include the identity of the expelled mem-

ber ml in the request. The cluster root generates a new TEK and sends it to

its area members. If the type of the membership change is a leave the cluster

root must include the identity of the expelled member in the re-key message.

The cluster root AKD informs other AKDs of the system that ml has been

expelled ({Expelled(ml), . . .}SEK). Upon receiving, the message Expelled(ml)

each AKDj checks if ml ∈ ListOj . If it is the case, it sends a key request to

its cluster root AKD with leave option but it informs it that ml is an external

member (message 2 below). This last indication is important to avoid that the

cluster root AKD informs other AKDs about this leave. A cluster root AKD

informs other AKDs about a member expulsion or leave only if this expulsion

occurs in its cluster.

The following is the format of the re-key request message sent by an AKDi,

which can be signed with its private key to prove authentication, to the cluster

root AKDr:

AKDi → AKDr : {option, status,member id, ...} (2)

In formula 2, the field option can be join, leave or triggered. The field status

can have two status: intern which means that the membership change occurs

in current area; or extern which means that the membership change occurs in

different area but compromises key materials in current area when the expelled

member is present in the list of old members of area ai (ListOi).

If the cluster root AKD receives other re-key requests with leave option and

extern status caused by a member ml, it verifies if it has already treated a similar

request caused by this member. If it is the case it ignores the request. The cluster

root AKD sends the new TEK encrypted with the old one. But when a member

leaves this key can not be used to encrypt the new one. In this case, AKDr can

use either the MEK of each AKD since each AKD is considered as a member or

the SEK of the current session.

4.6 Split re-keying

When AKDi takes the decision to become active (a split operation), it creates a

new cluster. Therefore, AKDi generates a new TEK and distributes it downward

encrypted with KEKi ({newTEK}KEKi). When the child agents in the so

formed cluster receive this message they forward it downward, encrypted with

their respective KEK, until it hits active agents. Since the old TEK becomes



obsolete, the root of the old cluster will also re-distribute a new TEK to ensure

forward and backward secrecy in the same way. Afterward, AKDi assures the

translation of received upward messages into the TEK used in its new cluster.

4.7 Merge re-keying

When AKDi takes the decision to become passive (a merge operation), it will

use the same TEK of its parent AKDj . Since it is a member in its parent area,

it knows the TEK used in its parent cluster, and thereby distributes it downward

encrypted with the old TEK previously used in its cluster ({parentTEK}oldTEK).

When the downward child agents receive this message they forward it downward

until it hits active agents. Afterward, the role of AKDi will be limited to forward

received upward messages.

5 Mobility management

Recall that all AKDs share symmetric key SEK which is known only by AKDs.

We assume that this key is generated by the AKD where the traffic source is

connected at session setup, and distributed securely to other AKDs. Thus, we

will have different SEKs for each group session.

When a new member ml located in area ai joins the group it sends a Reg-

istration Request (RR) message to AKDi encrypted with its private key. Thus,

AKDi generates a member encryption key MEKl using formula 3 and sends

it to ml encrypted with the public key of ml (kpl). To generate the MEK of

member ml AKDi uses a Key Derivation Function (KDF) as follows:

MEKl = KDF (SEK, datal) (3)

where,

– SEK = The Session Key shared which is only known by AKDs.

– datal = labell + optional data (”+” denotes concatenation).

– labell = Contains member ml identity, the public key of ml and eventually

other information concerning this member.

– optional data = This field can be empty or contains some information about

the concerned member or the group session.

Note that the MEK is valid only in current session since SEK depends on

session information. A member will have different MEKs if it participates to

many secured group sessions. Thereby, if a member is expelled from a session it

can receive messages in other sessions.



As in [Kelly and Frankel 2007], the KDF used is a PRF (Pseudo Random

Function) which is a combination of one way hash functions (MD5, HMAC,

SHA1, SHA256,..). Several PRFs can be used in the Key Derivation Function.

However, in order to have a coordinated key derivation function the same PRF

function must be used by all the AKDs. Some popular PRFs based on HMAC-

SHA1, HMAC-MD5 , HMAC-SHA256 used in [Kelly and Frankel 2007] are rec-

ommended.

The SEK key which is known only by AKDs plays a key role in MEKs

generation. Thus, each AKD is able to verify the MEK presented by a user as

follows: When ml moves from area ai to area aj it sends a Registration Request

with move option to AKDj and presents its credentials such as a certified public

key. According to formula 3, AKDj calculates MEK ′
l with ml credentials. If

(MEK ′
l = MEKl) then ml is accepted in area aj and receives the TEK in area

aj .

6 Simulation and results

In this section, we present our simulation model and some results of the car-

ried out simulations in which we compared KMGM with other protocols from

literature: Iolus [Mittra 1997] which is a decentralized approach with indepen-

dent TEK per subgroup,the Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP) [Harney

and Muckenhirn 1997] which is a centralized solution with common TEK for

the whole group and M-IOLUS which is a new version of Iolus for mobile en-

vironments. We also used in simulation our protocol ASGK which is a native

version of KMGM but it does not support mobility. In our simulation a re-keying

is done each time there a membership change (join or leave) in the group. In

the protocols which not support mobility (GKMP, Iolus and ASGK) we con-

sider a member move as a leave in the old area and a join in the new area.

We study the 1 affects n behavior of each simulated protocol, the number of

decryption / re-encryption operations required for the communication and the

number of re-keying messages. For the number of re-keying messages we don’t

make a difference between a unicast message and a multicast message. We focus

our evaluation on the number of these messages.

6.1 Simulation model

In our simulations, we use a KMGM hierarchy composed of 5 subgroups pre-

sented in figure 1. Almeroth et al. showed in [Almeroth and Ammar 1996, Almeroth

and Ammar 1997] that the dynamism of some multicast sessions over the MBone

(Multicast Backbone) can be modeled as follows: the users arrive in a multicast

group according to a Poisson process with rate λ (arrivals/time unit), and the



membership duration of a member in the group follows an exponential distri-

bution with a mean duration 1
µ time units. In our case, we apply this model to

each area. Unless specified otherwise, we considered a session of 3 hours, where

members arrive following a Poisson law with an average inter-arrival equal to 20

seconds, an inter-move equal to 15 seconds and remain in the session 30 minutes

in average. After each θ = 15min, the area key distributors reconsider the dy-

namism information and decide to become active or passive using the heuristic

described in [Challal et al. 2008]. The affectation of arriving members to the dif-

ferent subgroups is random and follows a uniform distribution with percentages

varying over time. In table 2, we illustrate the percentage distribution of arrivals

to the different subgroups during the whole session.

For mobility scenario (figure 1), we first choose the leaving area using a uni-

form distribution, so that, each area has the same probability of selection. After

that, a destination area, unlike leaving one, is chosen using the same law. Fi-

nally, the mobile member is chosen from the leaving area. All the current mem-

bers have the same selection probability independently from their joining date.

The selection probabilities of areas and members during the mobility are then

equiprobable.

Period 1 2 3 4 5
0h-1h 20% 20% 40% 15% 5%
1h-2h 40% 20% 20% 15% 5%
2h-3h 15% 20% 5% 40% 20%

Table 2: Percentage distribution of arrivals to the different subgroups.

6.2 Simulation results

6.2.1 Impact of the group size

In a first stage, we were interested in the size scalability of KMGM compared to

the other approaches in what relates to 1-affects-n and decryption /re-encryption

overheads which is a computation overhead. Two parameters of our simulation

model control the size of the group: the average inter-arrival of members into

the session, and the average membership duration of the members in the session.

In figures 2 and 3 we varied the average inter-arrival from 1 second to 65 seconds

and we measured the 1-affects-n, the decryption / re-encryption overheads and

the number of re-keying messages, respectively.

The smallest values of the inter-arrival correspond to the largest sizes of

the group. With the GKMP protocol, all the members are affected and hence
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Figure 2: Impact of inter-arrival variation on 1-affects-n overhead.
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Figure 3: Impact of inter-arrival variation on decryption / re-encryption overhead

(same behaviour for IOLUS and M-IOLUS).

suffers from the 1-affects-n phenomenon. Typically, we notice in figure 2 that

for the inter-arrival in [1s : 5s], the number of affected members for the GKMP
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Figure 4: Impact of inter-arrival variation on re-keying overhead.

protocol is bigger. For the same range of inter-arrival values, Iolus, M-IOLUS

and KMGM reduce the number of affected members to the minimum. Therefore,

our approaches and M-Iolus scale better to large and dynamic groups. Moreover,

notice in figure 3 that when the inter-arrival increases, and hence the group size

decreases, Iolus and M-Iolus performs always the same number of decryption /

re-encryption operations (5 operations). We refer by operations to the number

of encryption areas. Indeed, for Iolus and M-Iolus this number is always equals

to 5 the number of areas in the group. However, KMGM reduces this overhead

while maintaining low 1-affects-n overhead. For the smallest groups, KMGM

reaches the same performance of the GKMP protocol in performing a single

encryption at the source and decryption at receivers. In figure 4, we can easily

see that the average number of re-keying messages in KMGM is smaller in other

solutions. This is due to the fact when a member leaves the group the list of

old members are emptied in all areas that the expelled member has previously

visited. Thereby, in further departures, these areas will not be affected since

their TEKs have been updated.

We can notice the same phenomenon by varying the average membership

duration of the members in the session. In figure 5, we remark that KMGM and

M-Iolus scale better to large groups. We remark also that KMGM scales better

than the GKMP protocol.

In figure 6, we remark again that KMGM has the advantage over KMGM

and M-Iolus of decreasing the decryption / re-encryption without dramatically
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Figure 5: Impact of membership duration variation on 1-affects-n overhead.

increasing the 1-affects-n overhead. When membership duration increases, SMs

have tendency to be passive, and thus the number of decryption/re-encryption

operations decreases.

The same behavior of KMGM can be seen in figure 7 where the average

number of re-keying messages is smaller comparing to other solutions.

6.2.2 Impact of the mobility

In a second stage, we were interested by the impact of mobility members inside

the group. We have varied inter-moves from 1 second to 15 seconds in order to

have a high mobility scenario. In figure 8, we can see that for smallest values of

inter-moves ([1s,5s]), which corresponds to a high mobility, the average number of

affected members in KMGM and M-Iolus is smaller than other protocols because

they are not affected by mobility of members between areas. This number is

few greater in KMGM because the size of affected areas is greater in KMGM.

Indeed, for the same interval we see in figure 9 that the number of encryption

areas is smaller in KMGM comparing to M-Iolus. This means that areas are

merged to use the same TEK. However, in figure 10, we see that the average

number of re-keying messages in KMGM is very smaller compared to M-Iolus

and other protocols. This is due to the fact that list of old members are emptied

when there is a leave. So, the corresponding members will not induce re-keying

in future membership changes. We know that the great number or re-keying
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Figure 6: Impact of membership duration on decryption / re-encryption overhead

(same behaviour for IOLUS and M-IOLUS).
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Figure 7: Impact of membership duration on re-keying overhead.

messages is generated in case of leave (cf. section 4.3).

We conclude that KMGM deals better with members mobility thanks to
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Figure 8: Impact of inter-move variation on 1-affects-n overhead.
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Figure 9: Impact of inter-move variation on decryption / re-encryption overhead

(same behaviour for IOLUS and M-IOLUS).

reducing both the number of affected members and the number of re-keying

messages. Our protocols is suitable to dynamic groups and wireless mobile en-
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Figure 10: Impact of inter-move variation on decryption / re-encryption over-

head.

vironments where there is a high members’ mobility.

7 Conclusion

Several group key management protocols have been proposed to minimize the

overall overhead in a scalable and secure manner. However, all the approaches

have some shortcomings in handling group dynamism. The centralized schemes

suffer from the 1-affects-n phenomenon especially if the group membership is

highly dynamic. The distributed nature of group-oriented services has a huge

impact on security efficiency. On one hand, a group distribution tree can span

large networks where members may be tremendously distant from each other.

On the other hand, the efficiency of group security mechanisms can be severely

affected by some phenomena that depend on their occurrence location in the

network. Besides, in mobile environments the mobility of members between ar-

eas and subnets complicates key management and authentication in the group.

Given this group communication feature, we proposed in this paper a group key

management protocol to secure group communication in mobile environments

where we treat members dynamism and mobility with minimizing re-keying mes-

sages. Indeed, we proposed a mechanism that avoids to renew the TEK when

the member moves from an area to another. Simulation results showed that our

protocols achieves a better performance trade-offs comparing to other protocols.
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